Examples of Bellevue Middle School Standard School Attire

- Any solid color **shirt** with a collar and sleeves

- Any solid color **vest** over a solid color shirt with collar and sleeves
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- Solid black, navy, and khaki color **pants**

- Solid black or khaki jean fabric **pants**

- Solid black, navy, and khaki color **shorts** (must be longer than fingertips to the side)
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• Solid black, navy, and khaki color **skirts** (must be longer than fingertips to the side)

• Solid black, navy, and khaki color **dresses** (must be longer than fingertips to the side)
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- Solid black, navy, and khaki **tights/leggings/jeggings worn under** an appropriate solid color skirt.

- Any solid color **sweaters**

- Any solid color **hoodie or jacket**
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- School Sponsored **Owl Wear**